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ABSTRACT

The design of modern day high vo'ltage transmission schemes has

become more cha'l 'lengi ng by the f act that both ac and dc modes of trans-

mission are available. This thesis presents a method for evaluating the

performance of a proposed or an existing HVDC scheme from a reliability

point of view. A review of the recent developments in HVDC technology is

presented and this is followed by a comparison of the advantages and

disadvantages of ac versus dc transmission. A method i's proposed that

will enable system designers to determine the reliability of a dc scheme.

Based on this information, it may be possible to improve the reliabi'lity

and hence the performance of the HVDC system. This thesis concludes by

mentioning some of t,he research work that is currentìy being undertaken

to further improve the reliabilíty of HVDC systems.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

HVDC transmission systems are becorning increasingly more important

in the growth and development of large power systems. This is due to the

exploitation of natural resources located far away from the load centers

and to the economi c advantages offered by i nterconnecti ng 1 arge power

systems

In the past, the economics of ac versus dc transmission were maínly

based on the "breakeven transmission distance" required to iustify dc.

The costs of dc conversion equipment was known to be greater than the

cost of the equivalent ac terminals but the dc lines were less expensive

per Ml,l'of transfer caPacitY.

As early project successes became apparent and as planners got a

better apprecÍat,ion of HVDC's role, more utilities began to consider HVDC

as an irnportant option. The operational characteristics of dc were found

to be more important than t,he economics of distance. At present, 29

projects are in operat,ion, schedu'led or under consideration in North

America alone. While some of these schemes have'been iustified by the

economics of distance, many have been iustified by more complex factors

(as discussed in references [1-6]).

Due to the increasing dependence on electrical energy, more emphasis

is also being placed on the application of re'liability methods in the

pì anni ng of transmi ssion systems. In the case of ac tr:ansmi ssion

systems, it is difficult to evaluate the system response of an individual

transmission line in terms of load flow and system stability since the

transmission line forms part of a larger more comp'lex transmission net-
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work. This task becomes unmanageable even in the case of small trans-

mission networks. DC transmission systems on.the other hand, do not

present the same type of prob'lems as Ín the case of ac transmission.

There are no stability consideratíons as with ac and the power can be

controlled more or less independent'ly from the rest of the ac system.

Thus, probabÍlity techniques can play an important role in the assessment

of the overal'l dc system rel iabil ity.

The transmission capabilíty of a dc scheme is dictated by the over-

all design and by the basic interrelationship between the component's.

Ì,lith today's rising fuel costs, an outage on a dc system can have signi-

ficant economic impact. A one percent increase in energy availability'

when expressed on a capit,al Ízed basis, can be worth a significant

percentage of the dc system purchase cost. When an outage occurs, energy

must be supp'lied from an alternate source and usually at an increased

price. 0n days when the load is near the ännua1 peak, the cost of energy

may be as high as $100 per MrIh l7l. 0n other days, the costs wil I be

much less. A typical cost over the year may be about $30 per Ml'lh. For a

1000 M1¡ system, this corresponds to $30,000 per hour or $720,000 per day

assuming a 100 percent load factor. Thus, a one percent energy unavail-

ability is worth about $2.6 million per year. The capitalized value of a

constant annual cost is obtained by dividing the annual cost by the

annual carrying charges. Assuming a fixed charge rate of .20 which is

typical for the American investor owned uti'lities, the capitalized cost

of energy due to a one percent unavailability is:

$2.6 million = $13.1 mill ion
.zo

consequently, a small increment in energy avaílability can have a large
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economic impact on the purchase cost of the HVDC system.

The design of modern day high voltage transmission systems has

become more challenging by the fact that both ac and dc modes of trans-

mission are avaílable. In the power system planning process, the optimum

power system design depends on a comparison of the advantages and dis-

advantages of ac versus dc transmission and on a careful examination of

the reliability of the system. The purpose of this thesÍs is to examine

the many aspects of HVDC transmission that are Ímportant for reliable

system performance.

Chapter 2 deals with the development of HVDC techno'logy from mercury

arc va'lves to thyristor valves.

In Chapter 3, the advantages and disadvantages of ac versus dc

transmission are presented in order to illustrate some of the comp'lex

factors that must be considered when planning an ac or dc transmission

system.

A reliability model of a dc transmisslon system is developed Ín

Chapter 4. The entire dc transmission system can be represented by a

number of etements with specific poÌver transmission capabílities and by

the failure rates and repair times of these elements. From this informa-

tion, it is possible to calculate a transmission capabi'lity probabi'l ity

table and hence, the availability of the entire dc transmission scheme

can be determined.

In Chapter 5, the techniques developed in Chapter 4 are applied to

the Nelson River Bp2 system. This chapter demonstrates the effectiveness

of the reliability model ¿ind its import,ance in the design of a HVDC

system.
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Chapter 6 dea'ls with the current developments in HDVC technology.

These developments are expected to have a significant impact on the

design and reliability of new HVDC stations.

The conclusions of this thesis are presented in Chapter 7" The

information presented in this thesis should enable the system designer to

develop a reliability model for any dc transmission system. The reli-

ability model can be used to make improvements to the reliability of the

power systetn.
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2.0 DEVELOPMENT OF HVDC TECHNOLOGY

Even though the economÍ c advantages of dc power t,ransmi ssi on v'rere

understood f rom the ear'ly days of el ectri cal techno'logy , i ts practi ca]

appl ication could on'ly 
.be 

rea'lized by the development of a suitably rated

electronic valve. From the various switching principles that were

developed in the earìy days of the power electronic industry' mercury arc

rectification was favored for handling large currents.

Much of the development of the mercury arc valve for high voltage

applications 1aas carried out in Sweden by Dr. Uno Lamm" By 1939, a

system of grading eìectrodes had been perfected along with a sing'le phase

valve construction. This provided t,he basis for larger peak inverse

withstand voltages. The grading electrodes permitted a more uniform

distribution of the reverse voltage near the anode and consequently, the

number of arc-backs was greatly reduced'

The fast development of grading electrodes for mercury arc valves in

the 1940's led t,o the first commercial application of HVDC technology in

1g54 rvith the. Sweden-Goiland I ink. This was immediately fo]lowed by

other schemes of increased rat'ing.

A detailed description of the construction and operation of mercury

arc val ves can be found in references tBl and t9l. Even though the

operated successfully, the high maíntenance costs,mercury arc sYstems

voltage limitations and numberous arc backs encouraged the development of

sol i d state technol ogY .

The appearance of the thyristor (silicon controlled rectifier)

the late 1950's had a tremendous influence on HVDC technology'

1n

The
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thyri stor val ves offered the fol 1 owi ng advantages over the mercury arc

val ves:

i. Since the thyristors dÍd not experience arc-back, the converter

t,ransformers became less expensive (due to less bracing), there was

no service interruption and the control and protection schemes could

be simpl ified.

Z. By-pass valves were not required since the function of by-passing

was done by the main working grouP.

3. The thyristors could be immersed in oil and in this case, the valve

hall building would not be required.

4. No degassing fac.ilities were required.

5. The use of thyristor valves eliminated the need for a "Clean Room"

that was required for the assembly and maintenance of the mercury

arc val ves.

6. The thyristors demonstrated a very high level of reliabílity and

they did not, deteriorate in service.

7. No warm-up time was required for the thyristors prior to operation.

B. The thyristors could be arranged in a twelve pulse configuration,

t,hereby eliminating the fifth and seventh harmonic ac filters and

the sixth harmonic dc filter
g. Reactive compensation was reduced for thyristor valve stations.

10. There v,Jas more f reedom i n the sel ecti on of ratí ngs ( i . e. current,

vol tage, power) of a t,hyrí stor val ve stati on than of a mercury arc

val ve stati on.

Even before the last two mercury arc schemes were commissioned, (Nelson

Ri ver and Ki ngsnorth) , the experi ence gai ned wi th thyri stors !'las
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sufficient to díscourage further development of mercury arc technology.

A comparÍ son of t,he rel i abil i ty of mercury arc val ve stati ons and

thyristor valve stations is included in Appendix 1".

The early thyristors were 'limited by their low power rat,ing. High

voltage levels cou'ld only be achieved by stacking a large number of

t,hyristors in series. These stacks were then arranged in a parallel

configuration to obtain the desired current ratings. Consequently, a

very complicated voìtage grading system as well as a complicated firing

circuit were required.

During the past few years, substantial progress has been made ín

improving t,he current ratÍng and voltage withstand capability of the

thyristor valves. At present, single thyristors are available with a

current rating of 5000 A (corresponding to short circuit currents of 20-

30 kA) together with voltage withstand capabilities of up to 5 kV. The

improvement in the power handling capabilities of the thyristor valve has

now made it possible to design schemes having a large current rat'ing

without using parallel connect,ions of thyristors and with fewer thy-

ristors connected in series. The progressive development of the power

handling capability of t,hyristors is shown in Figure 1.

The improved power handling capability of the thyristor has had an

effect on the design of the converter station. The individual thyristors

are assembled in series to form a thyristor valve unit. In general, the

number of thyristors per valve unit will depend on the desired voìtage

level. The valve units are usually arranged in a tower design in order

to reduce cost and to permit a high degree of compactness' A twelve

puìse configuration is normally used to reduce the number of filter cir-

cuits requi red.



FIGURE 1. Development, of Thyristors for HVDC App'lications (10).
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The thyristors that are used in HVDC systems must be capable of

handling the voltage and current stresses that occur in norma'l operatÍon

and as a result of fault conditions. The thyristor valves are protected

against overvol tages by a ì ightning arrester across the dc terminal s of

the valve group and by a lightning arrester that is connected directly ín

para'llel with the thyristor units. In addition, reactor and capacitor

modules are included in the valve unit to keep thyristor stresses to a

minimum during normal and abnormal operating conditions. Each thyristor

also has a special back-up triggering circuit that provides fíring pulses

in t,he event that the forward voltage across the thyristor exceeds a

certain val ue. 0vercurrent protection i s províded by the smoothi ng

reactor and by causing the rectifier station to operate in the inverter

mode. In some cases, overcurrent protection ís provided by trípping the

ac breaker that is connected to the converter transformer.

ffrl tfryristor valve unÍts are normally insu'lated by the surrounding

air and they can be cooled by air or by water. Water has been chosen in

many 'cases because of i ts excel I ent cool ing properti es namely hi gh

thermal conductivity, high specífic heat, and because it has a lower

viscosity and density than air. The use of water cooling had led to a

more compact design, lower losses, better utilization of thyristors and

the elimínation of noise and dust problems.

In several existing schemes, the firing and monitoring of the thy-

ristor pairs is accomplished by an Índirect optícal triggering system. A

basic block diagram of the firing system is shown in Fígure 2. All the

electrical control signals that come from valve control or from other

protective circuits (at ground potential) are converted in the valve base
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Basic Block Diagram of the Firing and Monitoring System for

the Thyristor Pairs. (Courtesy of Manitoba Hydro)
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electronics to 1Íght pulses and are transmitted via the 1ight signa'l

transmission system to the thyristor electronics associated with each

t,hyristor pair. The thyristor e'lectronics (at valve potential) converts

the ìight pulses back into electrical signals that are used for firing

the thyristors. An RC network is provided across each thyristor pair to

supply auxil l iary po!,rer for the conversion of the 1 ight pul ses to

electrical signaìs and for the amp'lífícation of'these electrical signals.

The thyristor electronics also contains circuits that are used to protect

the thyristor against vo]tage stresses that occur during recovery time or

voltage breakdown following excessive overcurrents. Back-up circuits are

also included for forced firing of the thyrist'ors.

The status of the indivÍdual thyristor pairs is monitored by the

thyristor electronics. The e'lectrical signa'ls are converted to l ight

pulses and are sent back via the light signal transmission system to the

valve base electronics. The light pulses are converted back Ínto elec-

t,ri cal si gnal s and thi s i nformati on i s t.1t to the thyri stor faul t

monitoring (TFM) unit. The function of the TFM is to indicate the status

of every thyrÍstor and its associated circuitry.

The design of the thyristor firing and monitoring system is expected

to change in the next few years due to the development of light triggered

thyristors (LTTs). The development of these thyristors is covered in

references [11] and 1127" The LTT offers several advantages over the

conventional electrically triggered thyristors. Triggering of the LTTs

is accomplÍshed directly by a light emitting diode and consequently, the

number of electronic components could be reduced to provide a more

simple, compact and reliable valve module. The gate firing circuit would
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be immune to electrical signals and there would be less chance of a mal-

function due to e'lectrical noise. Also, the firing capabilíty of the

LTTs would not be affected by reduced power system voltages as in the

case of the electrica'lly triggered thyristors. Based on these advant-

ages, it is expected that the LTTs will be eventualìy used in the design

of new converter stations.

Experience with thyristor stations has shown that thyristors have a

very low failure rate. Usually, there is some redundancy provided in the

number of thyristors and hence, the reliability of a HVDC station is not

determined by the thyristors. ElectronÍc faults generally result in the

protective firing of the thyristor until the next maintenance interva'l

without imparing the transmission capacity and security"

The advanced stage of development attained by the thyristor stations

i s refl ected in their high 'level of rel iabil ity and avail abi'l ity. As a

result of t,his progess, dc transmission schemes are being considered more

often as an alternative to ac transmission schemes.
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3.0 AC VERSUS DC TRANSMISSION

I n genera'l , hi gh vo'l tage transmi ssi ons are used for bul k energy

transfer and for system interconnections. Both HVAC and HVDC modes of

transmission are available and each offers certaín advantages and dís-

advantages in a given application.

As far as bulk energy transfer Ís concerned, it is essential to con-

duct an economic assessment in each case. l'lhenever the transmission

distance is quite large, the case of HVDC transmission is well

establ ished i n spite of the rel atively high cost of the converter

stations. A schematic diagram of a typical HVDC transmission system is

shown in Figure 3.

The accounting procedures used in the economic comparison must

include the cost, of the lines, terminals, series and shunt compensation

(which is required in the case of ac transmission), short circuit limita-

tion, etc. A schematic diagram of a typÍca1 ac trodnsmission system is

shown in Figure 4" The cost of a transmissíon system can only be deter-

mined once the energJ and capacity losses as well as the costs of alter-

nate generation (to meet the load requirements) are capitaìÍzed.

However, the cost aìone should not be the decisive factor and

special consideration must be given t,o intangibles such as:

a) operational performance, flexibility and reliability during dis-

turbances;

b) the consequence of forced and scheduled outages;

c) the continuous and short time overload as well as the maxímum

I oading caPabil itY; and
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FIGURE 3. Schematic Diagram of a Typica] HVDC Transmissíon system.
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FIGURE 4. Schematic Diagram of a Typical HVAC Transmission System.
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d) the possibility of a staged insta'llation program with respect to

overa'l I system pl anni ng.

It is very difficult to develop a general ana'lysis to suit each and

every transmission design problem. Some of the factors that are respon-

sible for the complexity of a generalized theory include:

a) the wide range of situations and conditions among dÍfferent

countries or parts of a country; (e'g'overhead lines can vary

from country to country by a factor as high as 2.5 while the

cost of converter stations varies very 1Íttle);

b) the I ack of techni cal comparabil ity betwee.n ac and ac-dc

sYstems;

c) the need to consider the long-term effects on overall system

planning when choosing from among different desÍgn alternatives;

and

d) the rapid developments being made in both ac and dc technology.

Thus, when analyzÍng ac and dc alternat,ives, a precíse economic

assessment can onìy be made on a specific situation. Consideration must

be given to the long range development of the system, its future load

growth, availabÍlity of generation resources and the many other factors

[13] that affect pou,er system planning.

1¡ith reference to system interconnections, there is a great need to

operate the entire system in perfect synchronism. A small disturbance in

any one ac system may cause extremely large pov'rer surges on the ac tie

lines. These surges could cause foìlow-up surges of a cascading nature

in the other interconnected systems. In such a case, there ís no practi-

cal alternative than the use of HVDC transmission.
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The following two sections descrÍbe some of the advantages and dis-

advantages of ac and dc systems with respect to bulk energy transfer and

pov'rer system i nterconnecti ons.

3.1 Bulk Energy Transfer

When comparing ac and dc alternatives for bulk energy transfer, the

fact that transmission by dc requires less expensÍve lines for the same

poþJer rating and no series or shunt compensation must be weighed against

the costly ac to dc and dc to ac converter stations. In general, the use

of standardized break-even distances for different potver ratings is not

the best criterion to be used when conducting economic comparisons.

Nevertheless, distance is a primary factor in bulk energy transfer and

its influence on the economic comparison of ac and dc alternatives is

discussed in the following sections.

3.1.1 A Comparison of AC and DC Transmission Characteristics

The stability of an ac line is dependent on the power magnitude per

cÍrcuit and on the ìength of the lÍne. The steady state stability'limít

between two ac systems (Vs and Vr) is approximately determíned by the

expressi on:

P(transfer) = (Vs) (Vr) (Sin Jsr) (1)
IXsi)

where 5t, is the load angle between the voltage vectors Vs and Vr and

Xsr is the series reactance between the same voltage vectors. Under

normal operating condítions, the load angle is kept at about 30 degrees

for stability reasons. The distance to which the natural load can be
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transmitted stably can be íncreased by providing series compensation and

synchronous condensors or statÍc sompensat,ors at the terminal ends. The

ac transmÍssÍon line must also be able to transmit charging current

(capacitive reactive power) under light load conditions' Such conditÍons

produce over-vol tages and as a resul t, shunt cornpensati on i s al so

requi red.

Under steady state conditions, capacitance and inductance have no

effect on the dc line and there is no need for intermediate switchíng

statÍ ons.

However, the operation of a converter statíon requires a supp'ly of

reactive potver. Under steady conditions, approximately one half of the

real power rating of reactive power is required whíle under transient

conditions, the factor may be as high as three-quarters. Reactive power

is usually supplied t,o the converter stations by the capacitance of ac

filters and by either synchronous condensors or by static compensators.

l,lith dc, no stabil ity problems occur and power is contro'l1ed free'ly

and rapi d'ly by converter control s . However, due to the smal I therma'l

capability of the thyristors, overloading is more limited in a dc system.

If a long overload period is desired, the thyristors must be over rated

and the converter plant must be designed for operation at higher tempera-

tures.

High voltage transmission by underground cables is rarely used due

to their high costs and long repair times. The length of ac cable trans-

mission is limited due to the high charging reactive powers that, are

required. The lengt,h may be extended by using shunt reactors but such

intermediate compensation is not practical in the case of an underwater
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link. In this situation, the use of a dc transmission scheme ís more

advantageous than the use of an ac scheme.

3.t.2 Earth Return Capability

The earth return is an attractíve advantage ín the case of dc trans-

mission. It can be used either permanent'ly as in the case of monopolar

or homopo'lar schemes, or intermittently as in the case with a bípo1ar

scheme. The use of earth return could provide a substantial saving in

capital cost since only one conductor would be necessary to transmit the

power. Transmi ssi on I osses woul d a'l so be 'l ower si nce the resi stance of

the earth (which is about two ohms) ís much less than the resístance of

any metal'lic conductor. The feasibÍlity of this concept ís illustrated

by the Gotland scheme where one submarine cable is used for power trans-

mission and the sea is used for the return path.

The earth return must be properly designed in order to eliminate any

communication/relaying inf'luences or corrosion probìems. In most cases,

these difficulties can be overcome with little addítional expense.

Earth réturn cannot be used with ac systems due to the associated

inductive effects. Failure of one conductor ín an ac circuit would

result in a complete shutdown of the transmission line.

3.1.3 Favourab'le Right-of-WaY

HVDC ìines have a higher power transmissíon capacity than do HVAC

lines for the same right-of-way width. This becomes important in areas

where land costs are high or where environmental factors have to be con-

sidered. The transmission capacity of HVDC and HVAC as a functíon of the
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right-of-way width is shown in Figure 5.

Since the cost of a dc line is approxÍmately fifty to sixty percent

of the cost of an ac I ine, and since there are no stabil Íty ì imítations

with dc (i.e. no technical limitations regarding the length of the line),

the designer has more freedom in consÍdering alternate routes of trans-

mission. This feature is partÍcularly important from the point of view

of security from faults.

3.1.4 Supplying Power into Intensely Popuìated Centers

At, present, many metropol ítan areas are experiencing high 'l oad

growths. City centers have become so congested that it is no longer

possible to obtain a right-of-way for an overhead transmission line. In

this case, more pob,er can onìy be supplied by underground dc cables [15]

or by converting the existing ac lines to dc 1ines. Such a conversion

woul d i ncrease the pou,er transfer capabi'l ity and possib'ly, the rel i-

abíl ity as well.

In cases where the short circuit capacity of the transmission net-

work has become too large, it is possible to sectionalize the network by

means of an HVDC tine as discussed ín references [16] and [17]. An HVDC

link makes only a negligibìe contribution to. the short circuít capacity

of the ac network as long as no rotat,ing synchronous condensor ís

i ncl uded.

3. 1.5 Modul ar Constructi on

Another advaritage of a dc transmi ssi on

buiìt Ín stages depending on the load growth.

system is that it can be

The dc 1 ine vol tage can be
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FIGURE 5. Power Transmission Capacity as a Function of Right-of-Way
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increased in stages by simp'ly adding on more valve groups. This feature

influences the amount of capital that is requÍred throughout the proiect

term and allows for greater flexibility of construction stagíng.

3.1.6 Environmental Effects

The environmental effects of high vo'ltage transmissíon lines have

caused a greater concern Ín recent years. The principal causes of con-

cern are:

a)

b)

c)

d)

a)

audibl e noi se;

radio and televísion interference;

electric field; and

ion production.

Audible noise occurs mostìy during wet weather and it influences

the desígn and cost of ac transmission lÍnes. Audible noÍse is

not a prob'lem in the case of dc transmission because the static

fi el d i on producti on al I evi ates any surface di sconti nui ti es

which may appear.

In the case of ac transmission, corona losses and radio inter-

ference losses increase greatly at high voltages and specia'l

precautions have to be taken such as the bundling of conductors.

No special precautions have to be taken in the case of dc trans-

ml ssl 0n.

The electric field problem Ís less severe in the case of dc than

ac due to the lack of steady state dísplacement current.

Ion production is not a problem for ae transmíssion since corona

occurs near the conductor (i.e. within one foot). In the case

b)

c)

d)
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of dc transmission, investigations are still being carried out

in an attempt to minimize the earth ion current,. [18]

3.1.7 Effects of Losses and Díscount Rates

The economic comparison of alternate transmission schemes is usual'ly

based on a present worth of revenue analysis. Inc'luded in the economic

comparison is the revenue requirements on capitaì and on the differential

transmission system losses. The cost impact of transmission reìiability

on the installed generating capacity of the system must a'lso be con-

si dered i nc'l udi.ng the energy and capaci ty I osses due to transmi ssi on

outages.

Before any final economic assessment can be made, it is important to

ensure that the reliability of the ac alternative is equivalent to the dc

alternative. ,In many cases, the reliabílity of a two-pole dc line is

compared to that of two three-phase ac lines. This assumption is valid

when considering insulator faults (i.e. faults which would cause a fifty
percent loss in transmÍssíon capacity). However, when a tower fault is

considered, this comparison Ís no longer va'lid. A more accurate compari-

son could be obtained by including the probability of occurence of both

types of faults and their associated power transmission'loss.

As an exampl e, BC Hydro recently compl eted a study to assess the

transf er of 4760 Ml,l over a di stance of approxÍmately 1000 km [19].

Several alternatives b,ere selected on the basis that, a first contingency

I oss of a si ngl e t,ransmi ssi on system el ement woul d not requi re a

reduetion of generating capacity. The following alternatives were

studi ed:
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a) two 765 kV lines with sixty-five percent series compensation;

b) three 765 kV 'l ines with forty percent series compensation;

c) two 900 kV lines with sixty percent series compensation;

d) two 1150 kV lines with thirty-five percent series.compensation;

e) 2 + 500 kV dc bipolar schemes; and

f ) 2 !600 kv dc bipo'lar schemes.

In order to compare alternatives of equa'l reliability, a two circuit

765 kV series compensated ac I ine was compared to a 2 + 600 kV dc bipol ar

sc heme.

The relíability eva'luation was performed in two 'stages. First,

Monte Carlo simulation was conducted on the various radial transmÍssion

alternatives. This provided an indication of the availability of differ-

ent power transfer I evel s as wel'l as the frequency of departure from

these levels" Secondly, a loss of 'load probability evaluation was con-

ducted for the entire BC Hydro system based on the Ínformation co'llected

in the first part. The results obtaíned are shown Ín Table 1.

The basic dc station (no major spares) had a relativeìy low avail-

abil ity of 94.8?"/" as compared to the 765 kV ac scheme which had an avail-

abil ity of 98.65%. The additíon of a spare converter transformer and a

spare smoothing reactor increased the avaÍlability of the dc alternative

to 99.I71". However, the frequency of departure from 100 percent capacity

in this case was sti'll more than twíce that of the ac alternative. The

frequency of departure below 100 percent capacity could be reduced to

approximately the same level as in the ac alternatíve by províding the dc

alternative with pole parallel ing capabíl ity.

The capital costs for the two alternatives are shown in Table 2.
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TABLE 1. BC Hydro Reliability Study Results [19]

Al ternati ve
Avail abil ity

of 1007,
Capac i ty

(%)

Frequency of
Departures from

100% Capacity
no. /a

System
LOLP
dla

765 kV ac 98.65 8.29 .116

+ 600 kV dc
(wiTh spare converter
trans & smoothing reactor

99.r7 L9.64 . 111

+ 600 kV dc
(wiïh spares and wÍth
para'l'lel ing)

99.34 10.00
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TABLE 2. BC Hydro St,ation and Transmission Capital Costs Based on 1981

Dol I ars [19]

Component 2X765kVac
($ millions)

2X+600kVdc
$ (fil I ions)

Transmission Line
(with shunt compensation) 895 533

Stati ons LL7 529

Series Compensation L29

TOTAL 1141 1064
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These costs are in 1981 do]lars and are based on the information

collected from the mani¡facturers of ac and dc equipment. Both the a'lter-

natives were evaluated using a cash flow and present worth ana'lysís. The

present worth of the estimated losses was also included. Allowance was

made in the economic analysis for the difference between the cost of

money and inflation being equal to a discount rate of three percent. The

effect of varying the discount, rate is shown in Figure 6.

A significant outcome of the BC Hydro study is Íllustrated Ín Figure

7. For a low value of losses, the dc alternative produced the lowest

capi ta'l cost. However, the doubl e ci rcuí I 7 65 kV ac I i ne becomes 'l ess

expensive when losses were evaluated at about $6.4 mills per kl,úh. It

should be pointed out that during the study, BC Hydro losses were

evaluated at about $20 mills per kWh. This situation occurs as a result

of the lower dc voltage level used (i.e. +_ 600 kV). If a +765 kV scheme

was considered, then it is expected that the cost of the dc alternative

would decrease as the value of losses is increased.

The BC Hydro study requires a few principal comments. It appears

that the cost of the ac scheme is apparently lower than it should be

whiìe the cost of the dc scheme is slightly inflated. Nevertheless, the

study illustrates the Ímportance of incorporating the effects of discount

rates and losses into the economic assessment of transmission alter-

nati ves.

3.2 System Int,erconnecti on

The interconnection of power systems offers several technical and

economic advantages such as:
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FIGURE 6. Cost, Comparison with Varying Discount Rate [19].
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FIGURE 7. Cost Comparison with Varying Losses [i9].
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a) optimal schedul ing of hydro poþrer and thermal power Ín order to

compensate for seasonal fluctuation of the water supply;

b) reliabi'lity of the ínterconnected system is improved if the

reserve capacity is unchanged;

c) a reduction of installed generatíng capacity since a lower level

of overall reserve power is needed;

d) generation scheduling may be accomplíshed by the larger and

therefore more economical units (ïmportant for smaller net-

works); and

e) a reduction in the peak load of an interconnected network due to

dífferences in daily, monthly or yearìy load cycles of the parts

of the system.

In general, the interconnection of powerr systems is accomplished by

ac tie-]ines. In some cases, ac connections cannot be made and a dc línk

i s the only al ternat,i ve.

a) Since the economic power rating of systern interconnections are

small in comparison to the insta'lted capacity of the inter-

connecting systems, an ac tie-line may offer power flow and

stabi'lity control problems. A dc tie-line provides a fast and

flexible power flow control as well as stability improvement for

the interconnected sYstems.

b) An ac tie-line reduces the overall system impedance and con-

sequently i ncreases the short ci rcui t I eve'l s. These hi gh ì eve'l s

may cause electrical and mechanical stresses on some equipment

and may exceed the capability of the existing circuit, breakers.

A dc tie will not Íncrease the short circuit level'
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c) If systems of different frequencies are to be interconnected, an

ac tíe-line is not possible and a dc tie-line must be used.

Exampl es of HVDC back-to-back 1 inks are the Sakuma, Shin

Shinano, and Acaray schemes.

d) An ac interconnection is often uneconomical in the case of net-

work systems that are controlled according to different prin-

cip'les (i.e. current control, voltage control or power control).

In this case, the use of a HVDC back-to-back línk ís preferred.

An example of such an ínterconnection ís the Durnrohr scheme in

AustrÍ a.

In a study carried out by Harders and Povh [20], reliability calcu-

lations showed that the savings that occurred as a result of a HVDC

interconnection amounted to a significant percentage of the capÍtal

investment required. Savings can be realized in the investment cost of

power stations since Ínterconnections permit the sharíng of reserve capa-

city and t,his allows a smaller overall reserve capacÍty to be Ínsta'lled.

Thus, HVDC transmission offers advantages not only for bulk energy

transfer, but for system interconnections as well.
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4.0 RELIABILITY ANALYSIS OF HVDC TRANSMISSION

Reliability analysis is an important step in the development, of a dc

transmission system. An accurate predÍction of the relÍability would

allow accurate forecasts to be made of maÍntenance costs, support costs,

spare requÍrements, etc. However, a reliability prediction can rarely be

made with a high degree of accuracy or confidence. Nevertheless, it can

provide the system desígner with an adequate basis for comparing various

options and for emphasizing the crÍtical reliabÍ1íty features of the

des i gn.

Reliability analysis is used in the design of an HVDC transmissÍon

system to accomplish the following obiectives:

a) assess the long-term operating behaviour of the system;

b) optimize system performance and overall station reliability;

c) compare alternative system designs;

d) identify weak spot,s and unbalances in the design;

e) assess the relative importance of the various failure modes;

f) estab'lísh the maintenance, repaír and spare parts policy based

on the computed reliability figures; and

g) assess the cost of improving the system reliability.

In the re1Íabi1íty analysis process, the optimum design of the dc

transmission system will undoubtedly concern designers for many years to

come. Ideally, the reliability of the system shou'ld be improved up to a

point where the incremental cost equals t,he incremental worth. The

relationshÍp between the incremental change in reliability and the incre-

mental cost ($/kl,l) is shown ín Figure 8. In reatÍty, there is no way of
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FIGURE B. Incremental Change in Rel iabil ity.
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det,ernri ni ng the worth of re'l iabil ity. Attempts have been made to

estimate by how much the rel iabil ity wil I be affected by a given

expenditure but there is much scope for variat,ion and uncertainty.

Consequently, the worth of reliability must be based on both qua'litative

and quanti t,ati ve estimates.

The qualitative ana'lysis is very important because Ít forms the

basis of the re'liabi'lity analysis. To accompl ísh this, it is first

necessary to establ i sh the rel íabi'l ity goa'l s and the cri teri a that wil I

be used for making plannÍng decisions. 0nce this is done, a failure mode

and effect analysis (FMEA) can be conducted on the system" The FMEA Ís

important because it provídes valuable information for optÍmizing the

system performance and for trade-off studies. The FMEA consists of t,he

fol I owi ng steps:

a) description of the system in terms of block and circuit dia-

grams;

b) definition of subsystems and description of interfaces;

c) description of components and their respective failure rates;

d) identification of various subsystem dependencies;

e) assessment of the effect and consequences of various component/

subsystem failure modes;

f) description of the effect of external disturbances on different

components/ s ub systems ;

g) assessment of the importance of failures on the different system

operating states; and

h) development of a maintenance, repair and spare parts policy for

the sYstem.
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In any qualitative analysis, it is important to realize that all

equipment is subject to failure and the problem is to balance the system

reliability requírements against the system cost.

The quaìitative analysÍs ís carried out in coniunctíon with the

quantitative analysis. The quantitative analysÍs consÍsts of developÍng

mathematical models and numerical methods in order to determine the relí-

abil ity of the system.

Thus, reliability analysis provides important information that is

needed by the system designer to develop a reliable and safe dc trans-

mission system. The next few sect,ions demonstrate the application of

reliability analysis to the design of a HVDC transmission system.

4.L Qual itative Analysis

A dc transmission system consists of many element,s that are quite

complex. Failure of some of these eìements may result in a partÍaì loss

of transmission capacity. Thus, the first step in a reliability analysis

is to formulate a model that represent,s the system accurately and is easy

to understand.

The qual itative analysis is demonstrated for the case of two series

connected valve groups per pole. Sínce there are four valve groups per

stati on, the t,ransmi ssi on capacÍ ty can only be reduced by mu'l ti pl es of

twenty-five percent.

The qualitative analysis can be simplified by dividing the dc trans-

mission system into two parts name'ly the converter stations and the

transmi ssi on I i ne.

All items which produce a twenty-five percent loss of transmission
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capacity upon failure are lumped into a single VG (valve group) element.

The main items in this element include the valves, valve group controìs,

valve group switching, converter transformers, valve cooìing, and so on.

The outage rate of a VG element ís determined by the outage rates of the

individual items that comprise the VG element.

Similar'ly, all elements that cause a fifty percent loss of trans-

missÍon capacity upon faÍlure can be lumped into a single P (pole)

element. This elernent Íncludes equipment such as the smoothing reactors,

dc filters, potentiaì devíces, etc

Elements sueh as the ground electrode and maÍn controls are grouped

in the BP (bipole) element sínce their failure will produce an entire

shutdown of the transmission system.

Some equi pment such as synchronous condensors, measuri ng and

detect,ion devíces and ac filters can be included with either the VG, P or

Bp etements depending on the effect of their failure on the transmíssion

capabil ity.

Thus, both converter statÍons will have four VG elements, two P

elements and one BP element as shown in Figure 9.

The qualitative. analysis must a'lso take Ínto account the insulator

and tower faults whÍch affect the. performance of the dc t,ransmissíon

line. The dc line can be modelled in this case as two elements of fifty

percent capacity (representing the two poles or conductors of the system)
\

in series with an element representing the bipolar outage rate of the dc

I i ne.

In some cases, it may be desirable to subidivde the VG and P element

into subsystems. Both the VG and P elements will contaín many components
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FIGURE 9. The Basic Elements of a HVDC Converter Station [21].
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and it may be difficult to analyze the results of a reliabílity study

without getting lost in the complexity of the mode'|. The number of sub-

systems wiìI be determined by t,he designer and wiII depend on the 1evel

of accuracy that is desired.

As an example, it is possible to subdívide the VG and P elements

into three subsystems such as po!{er components (p), va'lve control (v) and

dc control (d). Such a procedure will emphasize the critical areas of a

desígn more accurately and allow modificatíons to be made more readily.

The power components of the converter station (Nelson River BPZ) are

separated into VG, P and BP elements. The power components consist of ac

f i I ters, converter transformers, val ye ha'l 
'l equi pment, dc f i I ters and the

dc switchyard. Also included in this subsystem are the various dc cur-

rent transducers, dc vo'ltage dividers, current and voltage transformers,

etc. that are necessary for proper operation.

The valve control (v) subsystem consists of all the equipment that

is necessary for the accurate timing and setting of the fÍring pulses.

This includes circuits for current and êxtinction ang'le control, fíring

ang'le and vo'ltage control via the transformer tap changer control, cur-

rent reference processing and current and vol tage I imitation. The

f o'l I owi ng protect,i on circui ts are normal ly i ncorporated i n the val ve

control equipment as well:

a) valve overcurrent protection;

b) briáge differential protection;

c) pole differential protection; and

d) dc 1 ine protection.

other circuits 'l ike extinction angle supervision and pul se firing
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monitoring have protection features as wel'1.

The dc control subsystem contains the control equipment that is

required for the starting and shutdown of the valve groups. This sub-

system also includes the interlocking system which permits operation on'ly

when al t the conditions have been met (i.e. switches Ín the right

position, keys in the right place, etc.). The tapchanger controls are

also included in the dc control subsystem.

Based on this information, it is possible to create a reliabilÍty

model of the entire dc transmission system as shown Ín Figure 10 t211.

The reliability model can then be used in the quantitative ana'lysis to

determine the availability of transmission capacity.

4.2 Data Collection

gnce the operation of the dc system has been defined and the reli-

ability model has been completed, it is necessary to collect data on the

performance of varíous components. I,lithout reasonably accurate data, it

is not practical to attempt a "parts'count" predíction. The degree to

which a reliability analysis is made depends upon the confidence in the

data. Data on the failure rate of components can be obtained from the

manufacturers of the particular components or it can be estimated from

international data sources. Sample data has been collected for the com-

ponents used on the Nelson River BP2 scheme and is inc'luded in Appendix

2.

4.3 Quantitative AnalYsís

The purpose of the quantitative ana'lysis is to develop a method of
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FIGURE 10. A Reliability Model of the Nelson River BP2 Scheme.
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calculating the failure rate of the subsystems (and consequently, of,the

element,s) based on the design of the dc transmÍssÍon system and on the

parameters and components chosen. A description of quantitative re'li-

ability methods can be found in references [22] and [23].

The forced outage rate of a subsystem can be defined by the follow-

i ng equati on:

F0R(sub) = ã(trli) (\i) [outages/yearJ e)
i

where Ni is the number of type i components and Ài is the faílure rate

of component i [outages/year]. The outage rate for an element is simply

the summation of the outage rates of all the subsystems. This is

expressed by the equation:

FOR(element) = FOR( subj ) [outages/year] (3)

where FOR(subj) is the forced outage rate for the jth subsystem.

In a quantitative analysis, it is important to know the mean down

time (MDT) of an element in order to determine the availability of the

element. The MDT per year of a subsystem can be expressed as:

MDT/year( sub) t (Ni) t \ll (MDTi¡ [h/yearJ
i

ã
i

(4)

where Ni and

component í.

i s:

\i are the same as before and MDTÍ is the mean down time of

The mean down time of an element composed of j subsystems

MDT/year(element) = { (FOR(subj)) (NDrj) [h/year:]
J

(5)

á FOR(subi)j

The MDT of a component can be difficult to determine particularly at the

design stage. In some cases, ít can be obtained from the performance of
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other HVDC systems. Otherwise, it will be necessary for the designer to

make some assumptions regarding the maintenance schedule and the spare

parts availability ín order to obtain a reasonable approximation for the

MDT of a component.

Once the failure rate and MDT of an element are known, it is

possible to calculate the unavailability and hence, the availabilÍty of

an element. The unavailability of an element (n(element)) is given by

the equation:

l( el ement) = (FOR ( el ement) ) (rqor (el ement) ) [ h/year] (6 )

Thus, the avail abil ity of an el ement (n( el ement) ) Í s:

A(element)% = (t - l(element)) x 100% (7)
8760

where 8760 is the number of hours in a year.

Using the previous equations, ít is possible to calculate the outage

rate and MDT of each element in the dc transmission system. This

information is summarized in Tables 3 through 7.

This analysis can also be performed for each subsystem as well. The

forced outage due to power components can be calcu'lated as:

FOR(p) = (FoR(VG-p)) B + (FOR(PR-p)) e + (FOR(PI-p) ) 2

+ (FoR(BpR-p) ) + (FOR(BpI-p) ) [outages/year] (B )

The forced outage rate due to valve contiol and dc contro'l can be cal-

culated in a similar fashion as shown in equations (9) and (10):

F0R(v) = (FOR(vG-v))g+ (FOR(PR-v)) z+ (FoR(PI-v))2 [outages/yearl (9)

FoR(d) = (FOR(vc-d)) g + (FOR(PR-d)) e + (FOR(PI-d))2 [outages/yearl (10)

The Ínformation obtained from these calcu]ations will índicate the

critical rel iabí'l ity features of the design. As a resu'lt, modifications
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TABLE 3. 0utage Rates and MDT for BP Element (Rectífier)

Subsystem
FOR

(#/year)
MDT

( n/year)

po!'Jer components (p) FOR( BPR-p) MDT ( BRP-p )

va] ve control ( v )

dc control (d)

FOR(element) / MDT(element) FOR ( BPR ) MDT (BPR )

Avail abil Íty % A( BPR )
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TABLE 4. Outage Rates and MDT for BP Element (Inverter)

Subsystem
FOR

# lyear)
MDT

( h/year)

power components (p) FoR(BPI-p) MDT(BRI-p)

valve control (v)

dc control (d)

FOR(element) / MDT(element) FOR(BPI I MDT(BPI )

Avaíl abil ity % A( BPI )
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TABLE 5. Outage Rates and MDT for P Element (Rectífier)

Subsystem
FOR

(#/year)
MDT

( h/year)

pohrer components (p) FOR (PR-p ) MDT(PR-p)

valve control (v) FOR (PR-v ) MDT (PR-v )

dc control (d) FOR (PR-d) MDT ( PR-d)

FOR(element) / mDf(element) FOR(PR) MDT (PR )

Avail abi'lity % A(PR)
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TABLE 6. Outage Rates and MDT for P Element (Inverter)

Subsystem
FOR

(#/year)
MDT

( h/year)

pov'rer components (p) FOR(PI-p) MDT(PI-p)

valve control (v) FOR(PI.V) MDT(PI-v)

dc control (d) FOR(P I.d) MDT(PI-d)

FOR(element,) / MDT(element) FOR(PI ) MDT(PI )

Avail abil ity 7" A(PI )
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TABLE 7. Outage Rates and MDT for VG Eìement

Subsystem
FOR

(#/year)
MDT

( h/year)

power components (p) F0R (vc-p) MDT (vG-p)

valve control (v) FOR(VG-v) MDT (VG-v )

dc control (d) FOR (V G- d) MDT (VG-d)

F0R(element) / NOf(element) FOR (VG ) MDT (VG )

Avail abil ity % A(VG )
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can be made to the design at an early stage rather than at a later stage

where the cost of a design change is much more expensive.

In order to determine the availability of the entire dc transmission

system, it is necessary to take int,o account the reliabÍlÍty of the dc

transmission line. Data for the transmission 'line can be obtained from

t,he performance of other dc transmission'lines that are operating under

approximately simil ar conditions. In the re'l iabil ity analysis, it ís

necessary to determine the failure rate and MDT of the monopolar trans-

mission line (FOR(TLM), MDT(TLM)) and of the bípolar line (FOR(TLBP),

MDT(TLBP)). The retiabílíty model caR then be used to caleulate t,he

number of outages of different amounts of transmission capacity and the

energy unavailabilíty for the transmission system

A loss of twenty-five percent transmission (L0TC(25%l) capacity is

given by the equation:

LoTC(ZS%l = (FoR(VG))B [ourages/yearl (11)

The average outage duration (AOD(257,)) for this case would be equal to

the MDT(VG ) .

A loss of fifty percent transmission (LOTC(50%)) capacíty can be

expressed as:

L0TC(50%) = (rOR(pR))2 + (FOR(PI))Z + (FoR(TLM))2 [outages/yearl (12)

The average outage duration for this case (AOD(50%)) can be esti-

mated based on the contributions of MDT(PR), MDT(PI) and MDT(TLM).

Similarly, a loss of one hundred percent transmission capacity

(L0TC(1007,)) is given by the equation:

LoTC(100%) = FoR(BpR) + FoR(BpI) + FoR(TLBp) [outages/year] (13)

The average outage duration (ADD(100%)) must again be estimated based on
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the contributions of MDT(BPR), MDT(BPI) and MDP(TLBP).

The availabÍ1ity of transmission capacÍty can be ca'lculated from

equatÍons 11, LZ and 13. The energy availabilíty is the theoretical

amount of energy that could be transmitted by the dc transmission system

at full capacity and at continuous operation.

The length of time that the dc transmission system must operate Ín a

derated state can be calculated by equatíon (14):

T(tooz") = LoTC(100%)AoD(1007,) + LOTC(50%)ADD(50%) +

L OTC ( 25%\ A}D Q5'/,1 [ ho ur s/ye ar] ( 1 4 )

where Ã(tOOZ) represents the unavaí1abi1Íty of one hundred percent trans-

mission capacity. Therefore, the availabí1ity of transmission capacity

for this case is:

A(1007,) = [1 - (i(1OOZ) )]rOOz" I percentl (15 )
8760

The energy availability of seventy-five percent transmission capacíty can

be calculated by taking into account the loss of fifty percent and one

hundred percent transmission capacities. The unavailabi'lity of seventy-

five percent transmission capacity ís expressed by equation (16):

T(zs*) = LoTC ß00%)noo(rooz) + lorc(50%)AoD ß0"b\ [hours/year] (16)

Thus, the avai'lability of at least seventy-five percent transmission

capa.city is simp'ly:

A05%l = [t - A1sr,) )]tooz I percentJ (17)
8760

The unavailability o{ fifty percent transmission capacity may be calcu-

lated by equation (18):
'ítsO"¿) 

= LoTC(S0%)AoD(502,) [hours/year] (tg)

and consequently, the availability of at least fifty percent transmíssion

capacity i s:
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A(S0%) = [t _ (A(S0%))]tOOZ, Ipercentl (1e )
8760

Similarly, the unavaí'labi1Íty of twenty-five percent, transmission capa-

city may be calculated as shown in equation (20):

ÃQsr) = LoTC nlo"/")AoD(100%) [hours /yearl (20)

Thus, the availability of at least twenty-five percent transmission capa-

city i s:

AQs%) = [1 - (îQS1"))]1OOZ" [percenrl (21)
8760

The average energy availability can be calculated by the following equa-

ti on:

Energy (AVG) = A(1007,) + Rl'75%l + A(507") + RQs/") (22\
4

The energy unavai'lability Ís one hundred mÍnus the Energy (AVG) and

this quantity is considered to be the most indicative of overall reli-

abil ity performance 12L7.

The previous analysis can be used Ín the design of new HVDC trans-

mission systems and in the modification of exísting schemes. If the

unavailabi'líty is too high, then changes may be made to the desígn of the

system. In this way, repetitive design changes and reliabilíty ana'lysis

can lead to an optimum system design.

4.4 Maintenance 0utages

The re'liability model can be expanded to take into account the time

required for the schedu'led maintenance of the dc transmission system.

The maintenance time can be obtained from the data of other stations and

must take into account the por{er company's operating schedule, facili-
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ties, number and skill of maintenance personne'|, and the spare parts pro-

vision. The maintenance polícy should also take into account the equip-

ment locations, weather conditions and the po!.Jer demand.
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5.0 CALCULATING THE RELIABILITY

OF THE NELSON RIVER BP2 HVDC TRANSMISSION SYSTEM

The reliability techniques that were deve'loped in Chapter 4 can be

used to determine the performance of a dc transmission system. The

Nelson River BP2 scheme !'ras used as an example due to the avai'labi1 ity of

data. A sing'le I ine diagram of t,his scheme is shown in Figure 1L.

The entire dc transmission system was broken down into VG, P, BP and

transmission line elements, according to the method presented in Section

4. 1.

Si nce both the VG and P el ements are qui te 1 arge, they were further

subdivided into three subsystems namely power components (p), valve con-

trol (v) and dc control (d). The BP element consists of on'ly the p sub-

systern and it does not contain any v or d subsystems.

The power components considered in the reliability calculation are

shown in Figure 12. Data on the power components is included Ín Appendix

3 (43-1) and the results are summarized in Table B.

The valve control subsystem was broken down ínto smaller blocks in

order to simplify the reìiability analysis. The functional blocks are

included in Appendix 3 (43-2) and the resu'lts are summarized in Table 9.

Si mi I ar'ly , the dc control sub system bras b roken down í nto smal I er

functíonal blocks in order to simplify the analysis procedure. The

functional blocks for the dc control subsystem are included in Appendix 3

(n3-g) and the results are summarized in Table 10.

From the results of Tab'les 8, 9, and L0, it is possib'le to calculate

the failure rate (equation 3), MDT (equation 5), unavailabÍl ity (equation
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FIGURE 12. The Power Components of a Converter Station (Nel son River

BPZ - Courtesy of Manitoba Hydro).
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TABLE 8. Outage Rates and Mean Down Time for the Power Component
Subsystem

Power Component Subsystem

El ement FOR [1/yeari MDT [h]

BPR FOR ( BPR-p ) 066 MDT ( BPR-p) 24.0

BPI FOR(BPI-p) 066 MDT(BPI-p) 24.0

PR FOR ( PR-p ) .514 MDT (PR-p) 29.6

PI FoR(PI-p) .514 MDT (P I -p) 29.6

VG FOR(VG-p) .464 MDT (vG-p ) 55.0
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TABLE 9. 0utage Rat,e and Mean Down Time for the Valve Controì Subsystem

Vaìue Control (v) Subsystem

El ement FoR [1/yearJ MDT [h]

PR FOR( PR-v ) .309 MDT(PR-v) 4

PI FOR(PI-v) .4L2 MDT(PI.v) 4

VG FOR(VG-v) 1 .098 MDT (V G-v) 4
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TABLE 10. Forced Outage Rate and Mean Down TÍme for DC Control
Subsystem

DC Control (d) Subsystem

El ement FOR [1 /yearJ MDT [h]

PR FOR(PR.d) .337 MDT(PR.d) 4

PI FOR(P I-d) .337 MDT(PI-d) 4

VG FoR (vG-q) .135 MDT (VG-d) 4
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6) and the availabÍlity (equation 7) of each element. The calculations

are included in Appendix 4 and the results are summarized in Table 1L.

The forced outage rate of each subsystem can al so be cal cuì ated by

using equations B, 9 and 10. The forced outage rate of t,he p subsystem

i s:

FOR(p) = (.464) (B) + (.st+) (2) + (.st+) (2) +

( .066) + (.066) = 5.90 [outages/yearJ

The forced outage rate of the v subsystem Ís:
' FoR(v) = (1.0e8) (8) + (.30e) (2) + (.412) (2)

= 10.23 [outages/yearJ

Similarly, the forced outage rate of the d subsystem is:

FOR(d) = (.135) (B) + (.¡¡z) (2) + (.ssz) (2)

= 2.43 [outages/year]

Thus, the total bipole outage rate is simply:

Bipole outage rate = $.90 + 10.24 + 2.43 = 18"57 [outages/year]

It is evident from these calculations that at'least fifty percent of

the outages that occur at the converter stations will be related to valve

control. An improvement in the overall reliability of the system may be

achieved by improving the reliability of the valve control subsystem.

Since the Ne]son River BP2 scheme ís bipolar, the transmission 'l ine

is modelled as two elements representing the two poles of the system

(TLM) in series with an element representing the bipolar outage rate of

the system (TLBP). Data on the performance of a 1000 km dc transmissíon

I ine was obtained from [21] and is 'l isted below.

F0R(TLM) = 9.0 [outages/yearJ

MDT(TLM) = 1.0 [hours]

FOR(TLBP) = 0.54 [outage/year]
MDT(TLBF) = 6.3 [hours]
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TABLE 11. FOR, MDT, UnavailabÍlity (T), and Availability (R) of Each
El ement

El ement FOR

[1 /year]
MDT

tHl
î
thl

A

l%l

BPR FOR(BPR) = .066 MDT(BPR) = 24.0 1.58 99.9820

BPI FOR(BPI ) = .066 MDT(BPI) = 24.0 1.58 99.9820

PR FOR(PR) = 1.160 MDT(PR) = 15.3 t7 .75 99 .797 4

PI FOR(PI ) = L.263 MDT(PI) = 14.4 18.19 99.7924

VG FOR(VG) = 1.697 MDT(VG) = 17.9 30.45 99.6524
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Thus, it is possible to calculate the number of outages of different

amounts of transmission capacity (equations 11 to 13) and consequent'ly,

it is possible to calculate the energy availability for the transmission

system (equations 1.4 to 21). The ca'lcu'lations are included in Appendix 5

and the results are summarized in Table 12.

The average energy availability of the Nelson River BP2 scheme was

calculated to be 99.I4L57". The forced energy unavailability was found to

0.85867,. These calculations do not ínclude any scheduled maintenance

outages but nevertheless, they give a good indication of the performance

of the entire dc transmÍssion system. As a comparison, the forced energy

unavailability of the Nelson River BP2 scheme was 0.97" in 1983 (based on

two valve groups in operation). The reliability analysis developed in

this thesis can be used to give a good indícation of the performance of

the entire dc transmission system. The accuracy of the reliabilÍty

ana'lysis can on'ly be verified after data has been collected on the actual

system performance for several years.

The reliabÍlÍty analysis does not take into account the possibility

of severa'l events occurri ng at the same time such as the simul taneous

loss of two or more VG elements, the loss of two or more P elements, the

loss of one VG and one P eìerhent, etc. Although the frequency of such

events is rare, the probability of occurrence does exist. The reli-

ability anaìysis may be Ímproved by takíng into account the probabi'lity

of occurrence of these simultaneous events.
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TABLE 12. Energy Availability for the Nelson River BP2 Scheme

Transmission Capacity
(%)

Avail abil ity
("/")

100 97.00t2

75 99.7823

50 99.8305

25 99.9518

0 100.0

Energy (AVG)

Energy Unavaiì abí1 ity

99.r4r5%

0"8586%
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6.0 RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

There is a considerable amount of research and development work

under way to improve the reliabilíty of HVDC schemes and to justify the

use of dc ín case of ac versus dc comparisons.

Basical'ly all the research and development work currently in pro-

gress can be subdivided into two areas. The first area deals with

improving the reliability model and the techniques that are presently

being used to compute the reliability of the dc transmission system. The

second area deals with the recent advances in HVDC technology that may

improve both the rel iabil ity and the cost of converter stations. The

various proposals which may inf'luence the rate of expansion of dc trans-

mission systems are:

a) single generator converter units (unit connection);

b) compact converter stations; and

c) microcomputers and direct digita'l control.

This chapter gives a brief introduction int,o both areas.

6. I Improví ng the Rel i abil íty Cal cul ati ons

The quantÍtatÍve procedure can be improved by using state-space

ana'lysis and simul ation technïques in the calcu'lation of the rel íabí1íty

of the dc transmission system.

The best known state-space ana'lysis method is the Markov analysis

1241. If a component is defíned to be either in the operating state or

in the failed stat,e and if the probabilities associated with both states

can be determined, then it Ís possíb1e to ca'lculate the probabilíty of
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being Ín one state or the other at some future time. The Markov analysis

i s appl i ed under the fol I owi ng constrai nts :

1. The probability of goÍng from one state to another is constant.

2. Future states of the system are independent of a'll past states

except the immediately preceding one.

Nevertheless, Markov analysis can be very useful in reliability analysís.

Even for simple systems, the matrix algebra that is required is quite

comp'lex and many computer programs have been written to simplify the pro-

cedure.

An attractive al ternative to the lvlarkov analysis is the Monte Carlo

simulation because it involves no complex mathematÍca1 analysis. The

Monte Carlo simulation can be easi'ly applied to model complex systems but

it requires extensive use of computer time. Since the simulation tech-

niques generate variable results, several program runs are necessary in

order to obtain an estimate of the means and variances of the parameters

of interest.

The use of Markov analysis and Monte Carlo simulation techniques in

the quantitative analysis of a dc transmissíon system wi'll depend on the

cost of imp'lementing and using these methods versus the expected ímprove-

ments i n system re1 Íabi'l íty.

6.2 Generator-Rectifier Units (Unit Connection)

At present, the generators and converter transformers are connected

in a parallel arrangement. An alternative arrangement has been suggested

in which each generator is.connected directly to a converter transformer

and operates independentìy from the other generators [25]. tne advantages
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of such an arrangement are:

a) There are no synchronization or stability problems sínce each

generator unit operates independently from the others.

b) Balancing of reactive porver f'low between generators Ís not

requ i red.

c) AC filters may not be required and consequently there would no

' longer be any problems of self-excitation of the generators

following load reiectíon. Also, any harmonic resonances that

woul d normal ly occur between the generators or the converter

transformers and the filters would be elimínated.

d) The fault'level of the ac system would be reduced as a result of

the generators segregation. This leads to considerable savings

i n the cost of the generators, converter transformers and

switchíng systems. Due to the asynchronous nature of the inter-

connection, generation wouid be possible at more economical

frequenci es.

The control of the single generator-converter units could be accom-

plished by the rectÍfier bridge, resulting in a much simpler generator

control or by the generator. The latter control method could lead to the

possibility of a diode-rectifíer converter 126f.

The diode rectifier would be a much simpler unit than the thyristor

rectifier with no firing requirements, no communícation or control equíp-

ment, simpler grading circuits and loþrer energy dissipation. The elimina-

tion of the ac bus, transformers, filters and circuit breakers and the

reduced fault currents shou'ld provide an overall reliability and avai'l-

ability that is higher than a conventional thyristor system. Simulator
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studies have been condúcted to demonstrate the feasibil ity of this pro-

posa'l .

6.3 Compacting Converter Stations

The fai I ure rate of a dc transmi ssion system coul d be further

reduced by enclosing the entire converter station in SF6 gas in order to

protect the system from the environment. Such a design would also pro-

vide for a more compact converter station.

A lÍght triggered thyristor has already been developed for a SF6

insu'lated - SF6 cooled converter station 127f" Valve units rated at 250

kV and 3000 A can be housed in a metal tank (dead front design) and can

be transported on a t,railer fully constructed.

Prototype valves rated al L25 kV and 600 A have been built to demon-

strate the feasibil ity of such a scheme. A 9.6 Ml,l back-to-back pl ant

rat,ed at 16 kV and 600 A has been put into service ín order to gain more

experience [28]. Resul ts obtained from the prototype ínstal lation indi-

cate that the use of compressed SF6'gas for insulation and cooling ís

expected to improve the rel iabil ity and cost of HVDC transmission

systems.

6.4 Microprocessor Based Digíta1 Control

The avail abil ity of rel atively cheap mícroprocessors

development of comp'lex bus architectures has led to the design

but highly effective HVDC control systems 129, 301. The use

processors will offer substantial improvements ín areas such as

tion of control parameters, rel iabi'l ity, maintainabil ity and

and the

of simple

of micro-

optÍmi za-

excel I ent
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possÌbilities for future upgrading. Parallel processing can also be used

to further speed up the control calculat,ions.

The use of microprocessors for the control of dc transmissÍon

systems can offer certai n advantages that are beyond the scope of present

analogue-based systems such as:

a) the control mode and the control characteristics can be altered

by software;

b) different types of control modes can be implemented with the

same hardware;

c) the control system design is more compact; and

d) system performance (response) can be stored digital ìy for

di agnost,i c purposes.

The calculations that were done in Chapter 5 for the Nelson River

BP2 scheme indicated that the failure rate of the valve control subsystem

had a greater impact on the bipolar outage rate than did the other sub-

systems. The use of microprocessors for digital control may offer sub-

stantial improvements in this area and may considerably improve the

reliability of the entÍre dc transmission system.
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7.0 cONcLUsIONs

Based on the above work, the following conclusions can be made:

Reliability analysís plays an important role in the design of HVDC

transmissÍon system. Since a small increment in energy unavai'l-

abilÍty can have a significant impact on the purchase cost of the

HVDC system, it is ímportant to optimize the design of the system.

The desÌgn of modern day high voìtage transmission schemes must take

into account the fact that both ac and dc modes of transmission are

available. The use of" dc transmission in certain cases can offer

several advantages over the use of ac transmission and therefore,

cost alone should not be the decisive factor in determining what

type of transmission system is to be built.

The selection of either ac or dc transmission alternatives should be

based on a.comparison of the whole integrated power system including

an evaluation of the advantages and disadvantages of ac versus dc

al ternati ves . By consi deri ng the t,echni cal , economi c and rel i'-

abil ity aspects, Ít is possible t,o achieve an optimum po!ì,er system

design.

The reliability analysis used in this thesis can be appìied to any

HVDC system configuration. The entire dc transmissÍon system can be

represented by a simplified reliability model. The model can then

be used t,o determine the availability of transmission capacÍty.

Based on this information, it is possible to make changes to the

design of the system in order to ímprove the overall reliability.

The method proposed in this thesis can be used Ín the design of new

3

2.

4

5.
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stat,ions and in the modificatíon of exísting stations.

The results obtained from the reliability analysis of the Nelson

River BP2 scheme provide a good indicatÍon of the expected perform-

ance of t,he dc transmission system.

The accuracy of this method is ìÍmited by:

a) the accuracy of the failure rate of each component; and

b) the estimation of the mean down time of each component.

The accuracy of the reìÍabÌlÍty analysis presented in this thesis

can be improved by:

a) obtaining more accurate data on the faÍlure rat,e of each com-

ponent;

b) determining the mean down time of components based on the

operating company's maintenance and repair policies and on data

' obtained from the performance of other dc transmission systems;

and

c) using eíther Markov analysis and/or Monte Carlo simu'lation tech-

niques in the quantitative analysis.

The reliabílity analysis method presented in this thesÍs can also be

used to study the impact of new developments in HVDC technology (eg.

'l i ght-tri ggered thyri stors, generator- recti fi er uni ts , compact con-

verter stations and microprocessor control) on the overall system

rel iabil ity.

9.
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41. 1 HVDC System Rel i abi I i ty Performance

Data on the re'l iabí1 ity performance of HVDC systems throughout the

world has been collected by the Cigre Working Group 04 of Study Committee

14 since 1968. The defÍnition of terms and the methods used to calculate

various rel íabil ity stati stics are given in the "Ci gre Protocol for

Reporting the 0peration and Performance of HVDC TransmissÍon Systems",

A1.2 Energy Availabil ity
One statistic that is used to indicate HVDC system performance is

energy availability. Energy availability is a measure of the energy that,

could have been transmitted except for limitations arising from forced

and scheduled outages. It is calculated as a percentage of the total

energy that could have been transmitted at the maximum contÍnuous rating

of the system. Figure AL-L shows the energy availability of mercury arc

stations and Figure A1-2 shows the energy availability of thyristor valve

stations. The higher energy avaí'lability of the thyristor valve stations

indicates that, they are much more re'liable than the mercury arc valve

stati ons.

41. 3 Energy Unavailabil ity

Energy unavailability is a measure of the energy which could not be

transmitted by the HVDC system due to forced and scheduled outages. It
Ís equa'l to one hundred minus the energy availability. The energy

unavailability Ìs shown for mercury arc valve stations in Fígure A1-3 and

for thyristor valve statÍons in Figure A1-4. It is quite evident that

the mercury arc valve stations have higher maintenance and operatíon
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FIGURE A1-1. Energy Availabiìity of Mercury-Arc Valve Stations [31].
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FIGURE 
^l-2, 

Energy Availability of Thyristor Valve Stations [31].
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FIGURE A1-3. Average Energy Unavailability of Mercury-Arc Valve

Stations [31].
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Average Energy Unavai1abiIity of Thyristor Valve Stations
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costs ( due to these hi gher outage rates ) than do thyri stor val ve

stati ons.

Even though forced outages contrÍbute on'ly a small fraction of the

energy unavail abíl ity, these outages have the greatest impact on the

utility. The forced outages can be further classÍfied by the category of

equ i pment i nvol ved.

The thyristor va'lves experience a lower frequency of outages than do

the mercury arc valves. However, one prob'lem that still exists with the

t,hyristor valve stations is the relatively high íncidence of outages due

to control and protection problems. This Índicates that much more

research work must be done in thÍs area in order to improve the overall

reliabifity of the thyristor valve HVDC stations.

The experience gained with thyrist,or schemes so far justifies the

present conviction that thyristor valve stat,ions are much more reliable

than mercury arc valve stations. Excluding transmission 'line outages,

t,he forced unavailability of thyristor valve systems Ìs only about a

third of that of mercury arc valve stations. Typical thyristor failure

rates of less than L percent per year are currently achieved but they do

not affect thyristor valve operation due to built, in thyristor va'lve

redundancy
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APPENDIX 2

COMPONENT DATA FOR NELSON RIVER BP2

HVDC TRANSMISSION SYSTEM
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42. 1 Fai I ure Rates

The failure rates of the components used on the Ne'lson River BPz

scheme were obtained from various technical notes and from the desÍgn

manuals of the BP2 system. Additíonal informatíon on reliabílity predic-

tion was obtained from the US MIL-HBK-2l7: Reliabilíty Prediction For

El ectronic System.

The failure rates of the various components are included in Tabìes

A2-1 through to A2-4.
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TABLE A2.T. Power Component Outage Rates
(Courtesy of Manitoba Hydro)

Component \,1"t ¡ yearl

converter transformer

DC-smoothing reactor

reactor ( fil ter)

resistor (fÍlter)

surge diverter (arrester)

DC-vol tage divider

current transformer

DC-current transducer

el. I ine surge capacitor

voltage discharge transformer

high speed switch

capacitor unit (AC-fil ter)

disconnect switch

grounding switch

current transformer (convert transf)

DC-current transducer ( smooth react)

capacitor unÍt (DC-filter)

valve hall bushing

valve surge diverter

5.

2.

1.

1.

1.

1.

1.

1.

1.

1.

0.7

0.23

0.2

0"2

0.2

0.2

0.1

0"1

0.1
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TABLE A2.2. Electronic Component Outage Rates (Valve Control)
(Courtesy of Manitoba Hydro)

Component \fro-¡ lnl

IC-CMOS 15V

IC-CMOS lOV

IC MHTL

IC operat,i onal ampl i f i er

IC mul tipl ier
IC divíder

DA - converter

Ref. - ampl ifier
transÍstor bipolar Si

transistor FET

dÍode Si

diode zener

thyri stor

resi stor

capaci t,or

re1 ay

pul se transformer

transformer, choke

current transformer

speci al purpose amp'l i f i er

motor pot. meter

feel er

fuse

print with contacts

sol der poi nt

0"011

0.011

0. 028

0. 108

1.364

2.030

3.5

0.2

0.0036 -

0.126

0"0046 -

0.098

0.055

0.002

0.0001 -

0.014

0.005

0.068

0.068

2.0

2.0

0.11

0.02

0.071

0.00044

0.042

0.0042

0.086

0.303

0. 108

0. 102

0.41

0.035
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TABLE A2-3. Electronic Component Outage Rates (DC-Control )
(Courtesy of Manítoba Hydro)

Component \tro+ znl

IC

diode Si

diode zener

resi stor

resi stor variabl e

capacitor, paper/pl astic

capacitor, ceramic

capacitor, el ectroìytic

c hoke

rel ay 100 cycl es/year

relay 1 cycle/hour

printed circuit board

socket

sol der point

rvl rewrap

crimp

other connection

fuse

0.0174 -

0.0053 -

0. 0975

0.0015 -

0"50

0.004

0. 042

0.11

0.039

0.0042 -

0.148

0.0006 -

0.023

0.00044

0.00003 7

0.00025

0.0044

0.1

0.0478

0.01 73

0.0085

2.4

0.468

0.0045

0. 178

0.003

0.087
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TABLE A2.4. Component Failure Rate For Thyristor Va'lves
(Courtesy of Manitoba Hydro)

Component ÀtlÉ /hl

thyristor (power)

thyri stor ( smal I )

transistor (power)

transistor ( signal )

Darl i ngton

diode (power)

diode ( sÍgnal )

BOD

LED

photo diode

zener diode

IC ( I inear)

C.MOS

I ight guide

capaci tor

resi stor

pul se transformer

differential current transformer

reactor

fuse

solder connection (wave)

0.11

0.02

0.025

0.0077

0.026

0.01

0.003

0.02

0.02

0.001 5

0.028

0. 17

0.003

0.1

0.001

0.0002

0.01

0.05

0.0015

0.02

0.0005

0.036

0 . 0115

0.06

0.2

0.01

0.045

0.05

0.3

0.44

.036

0.063

0.021

0
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APPENDIX 3

POWER COMPONENTS, VALVE CONTROL AND DC CONTROL,

NTLSON RIVER BP2 HVDC TRANSMISSION SYSTEM
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43.1 Power Components

The failure rate of the VG element due to the power component sub-

system was determined by adding together the number of failures of each

power component. The various power component,s belongíng to the VG

element are listed ín Table A3-1. The total number of power components

was determined by a "parts count" procedure. Simílarily, the MDT/year of

the VG element due to the power component subsystem was determined by

adding together the MDT of each power component.

The VG element was calculated to have 3.715 failures per year and a

MDT/year of 204.360 hours. Since there are eight VG elements in the

bipole, the number of faÍlures of one VG element is

FOR (VG-p) = 3.715 = .464 [failures/year]T
The mean down time of a VG element, (due to power components) is

MDT (VG-p) = 204.360 = 55.0 [hours]

The power components belonging to the P element are lÍsted in Table

A3-Z (dc switchyard) and in Table A3-3 (dc filters)

The number of failures of the P element per year due to the poÌver

component subsystem was calculated to be:

0.672 + 1.384 = 1.056 [fai]ures/yearl

and the MDT/year of the P element was found to be:

27.648 + 33.2L6 = 60.864 [hours/yeari

Since there are four P elements per bipole, the forced outage rate

of one P e]ement is:

FoR(PR-p) = FOR(PI-p) = 2:9€ = .514 [failures/year]
4
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The mean down time of the P element (due to power components) is:

MDT(PR-p) = MDT(pI-p) = 60.864 = 29.6 [hours]
T'E,6

The potrer components belonging to the Bp element are Iisted in Table

A3-4.

The failure rate of the BP element due to power components was

calculated to be 0.132 failures/year and the MDT/year of a Bp element was

found to be 3.168 hours/year.

Since there are two BP elements in the bipoìe, (one at the rectifier
end and one at the inverter end), the forced outage of one Bp element

is:

FOR ( BPR-p ) FOR(PBI-p) .066 [fai] ures/yea11

The mean down time of a BP element is:

MDT(BPR-p¡ = MDT (BPI-p) = 3.168 = 24.0 [hours]m
The re'liability calculations were based on the following assump-

ti ons:

1. Failure of the dc filters Ís assumed to cause a forced outage.'

2" Failure of the thyristor fault monitori.ng is designed not to cause a

forced outage upon failure.

3. The ac filters are considered as a highly redundant system and

repair ís allowed during operation.

4. The MDT of the converter transformer and smoothing reactor þ/as

assumed to be 168 hours (one week). The MDT of the other power

component,s was assumed to be 24 hours.

0.0132-z-
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TABLE A3.1. VG El ement Power Components
(Rectifier and Inverter St,ations)

Power Component Total FOR

U"/yearf
FOR

l# /yearf
MDT

thl
MDT/year
I trlyear]

val ve hal 1 bushi ng

groundíng switch

va'lve surge diverters

val ve bri dge arms

VBE

converter transf.

current transf.

Total

64

64

96

96

24

L6

4L6

0.1

0.2

0.1

0.47

5.6

5.0

0.2

.064

.LzB

.096

.451

1 .344

.800

.832

3. 715

24

24

24

24

24

168

24

1 .536

3.072

2.304

L0.824

32.256

134.400

19.968

204.360
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TABLE A3-2. P Element Power Components (DC Switchyard)
(Rectifier and Inverter Stations)

Power Component Total FOR

U"/yearf
FOR

[#/year]
MDT

thl
MDT/year
I h/year]

dc smoothing reactors

dc current transducer

dc vol tage dividers

surge diverters

grounding switches

high speed switches

disconnect swi tches

Total

4

L6

16

16

16

16

48

2.0

0.2

1.0

1.0

0.2

0.7

0.2

.080

.032

.160

.160

.032

"tlz
.096

.67?

168

24

24

24

24

24

24

23.440

0. 768

3.840

3" 840

0. 768

2.688

2.304

27,648
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TABLE A3-3. P Element Power Components (DC FÍlters)
(Rectifier and Inverter Stations)

Power Component Total FOR

17,/yearJ
FOR

[#/year]
MDT

thl
MDT/year
I frlyear]

capacitor unit

reactor

resi stor

surge diverter

current transformer

disconnect switches

grounding swi tches

Total

800

B

4

8

32

16

16

0.1

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

0.2

0.2

.800

,080

.040

.080

.320

.032

.032

1.384

24

24

24

24

24

24

24

I 9.200

1.920

0.960

r.920

7.680

0.768

0.768

33.2L6
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TABLE A3.4. BP El ement, Power Components
(Rectifier and Inverter Stations)

Power Component Total FOR

l%/yearf
FOR

[#/year]
MDT

thl
MDT/year
I n/year]

electrode line
capaci tor

high speed switch

dc current
transducer

di sconnects

grounding switches

Tot,al

4

4

4

10

2

1.0

0.7

1.0

0.?.

0.2

"040

" 028

.040

.020

.004

.L32

t^LA

24

24

24

24

0.960

0 "672

0.960

0.480

0.096

3. 168
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The same number of power components are available at the rectifier

and i nverter stati ons. The cal cul ati ons were based on data

collected from the rectifier statíon.

43.2 Valve Control

The valve controì subsystem that forms part of the VG element was

subdivided into bridge controls, va'lve group controls and valve group

monitoring. The groups were further subdivided Ínto various functional

blocks as shown in Tables A3-5 through to A3-7. The failure rat,e of

every f uncti ona'l bl ock was cal cu'l at,ed based on a "counts type" analysi s

and on the failure rates of the índividual components.

The number of failures of the VG element due to valve controls was

calculated to be:

5.360 + L.467 + 1.960 = 9.787 lfaitures/yearJ

Since there are eight VG e'lements per bipole, the faílure rate of one VG

element is:

FgR(VG_v) = g.7g7 = !.09S IfaÍ]ures/yearJ--T-
The mean down time of a VG element due to the valve control subsystem was

assumed to be four hours, i.e.:
MDT(VG-v) = 4 [hours]

The valve control subsystem that forms part of the P element can

also be subdivided ínto functional blocks as shown in Tables A3-8 through

to A3-12.

The number of faÍlures of the P element at the rectifier stations

due to valve control problems lvas caìculated to be:
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TABLE A3-5. VG Element, Valve Control Subsystem
(Bridge Controls for Rectifier and Inverter Stations)

Functi onal Bl ocks
FOR

[t / yearJ

current si gna'l s

exti ncti on ang'l e measurement

commutation faÍlure detection

pul se logic

valve firing monitoring

differential and o.c. protection

current t,ransformer moní tori ng

power supply

Totaì

.656

.384

.608

.384

.992

.432

.384

1.520

5.360
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TABLE A3-6. VG Element, Valve Control Subsystem
(Group Control for RectifÍer and Inverter Stations)

Functi onal Bl ocks
FOR

[t ¡ yearJ

short circuit current control

reference i nput preset

control loop switch over

group vol tage control

exti ncti on angl e .c.ontrol

formati on of control I ed vari abl e

di sturbance compensat,i on

gate pul se control 'ler

dc vol tage control I imi tatÍ on

Total

.128

.168

.115

.104

.328

.048

.032

.536

"008

L.467
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TABLE A3-7. VG Etement, Valve Control Subsystem
(Group Monitoring For RectÍfier and Inverter Stations)

Component
FOR

tt / yearJ

by-pass switch

group vo1 tage

commutat,i on vol tage

undervol tage switching program

pu'l se bl ocki ng

overcurrent swítching program

differential protection

valve excess voltage

ac breaker tripping

control angl e

povirer supply

cubic'le temperature

rel ease of current control I er

switch off programs

60 hz cl ock

Total

.048

.168

" 
056

.080

.LLz

.080

.LLz

.168

.136

.200

.448

.008

.160

.104

.080

1.960
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TABLE A3-8. P El ement, Vaìve Contro'l Subsystem
(Line Protection For Rectifier and Inverter Stations)

Functional Bl ocks
FOR

[t / yearJ

wave front detection I

I ine differential protection

open I ine detection

wave front detection II
'line protee tion automatie

paraì 'l el i ng start í ni ti ati on

faul t section determinatíon

paral 1 el synchroni zati on

Total

.009

.005

.002

.010

.003

.002

.0L2

.002

045
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TABLT A3-9A. P El ement, Val ve Contro'l Subsystem
(Transformer Tapchanger Contrôls, Rectifier Station)

Functional Bl ocks
FOR

[1 / year]

automatic control of t,ransformer setti49

function groups of the transformer setting

Total

.180

.095

.275
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TABLE A3-98. P tlement, Valve Control Subsystem
(Transformer Tapchanger Controls, Inverter Station)

Functional Bl ocks
FOR

tt / yearJ

vo'l tage regul ati on

commutati on margi n reguì ati on

Total

,L47

.145

.292
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TABLT A3-10. P Element, Valve Control Subsystem
(Current Reference Input and Id Automatic Contro'|,
Rectifier Station)

Functional Bl ocks
FOR

[t / year3

current reference input from other station

selection of manual Id reference inputs

Id reference inputs reduction

Id reference i nputs se'lecti on

adoption of the Id - reference inputs

current regul ator

vo'ltage control

poìe differential protection

Id - detection

pov'rer supply

Total

.047

.02L

.037

.040

.017

.058

.0?2

.010

.019

.050

.32L
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TABLE A3-11" P E'l ement, Vaì ve Control Subsystem
(Id Regulation and Compensation RegutatÍon,
Inverter Station)

FunctÍonal Bl ocks
FOR

[1 / yearJ

formi ng current reference

current and vo'l tage regul ati on

current reference during paralleling

current bal ance control

over current protection

po'l e di f ferenti aì protecti on

power supply

Total

.050

.073

.027

.081

.062

.011

.050

.354
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TABLE A3-12. P Element, Valve Control Subsystem
(Power Advance and Current Vaiue,
Inverter Station)

Functíonal Bl ocks
FOR

tt / yearl

power order setti ng from LDO

poh,er order from i nverter desk

Pmax from i nverter desk

Pmax (fixed)

Pref from "Excess Po Transfer Circuitry"

current value from power eontrol

manual set values of the current

current reference

reducing current reference

ground current compensation control

suppì ementary set val ue of the current

Total

.022

.017

.018

.033

.015

"005

.004

.026

.0.03

.009

.004

.156
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.045+.275+"32LT

.045+.292+.354+.156T

.619 [fai1 ures/yearJ

.825 [fai] ures/yearl

SÍnce there are two P elements at the rectÍfÍer, the faílure rate of one

P element is:

FOR(PR-v) = .619 = .309 [fai1 ures/yearJT
The number of failures of the P element at the inverter station due to

valve control was calculated to be:

SÍnce there are two P elements at the inverter station, the failure rate

of one P element is:

FOR(PI-v) = .825 = .4LZ Ifail ures/year]T-
The mean down t,ime of the P element at both the rectifier and inverter

stations lvas assumed to be four hours, i.e.:
MDT(PR-v) = MDT(pI-v) = [4 hours]

43.3 DC Control

The dc contro] subsystem was broken down into several functÍonal

blocks as shown in Tabte A3-13 and Table A3-14.

The fai'lure rate of the VG element due to the dc control subsystem

þras calculated to be 1.080 faÍlures/year. Since there are eight VG

eìements in the entire bipole, the faílure rate of one vG element is:

FOR(VG-d) = 1 .080 = .135 [fail ure/year]
-8-

The failure rate of the P element due to the dc control subsystem

was cal cul ated to be L.347 faíl ures/year. Si nce there are four p
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el ement,s a'l together, the f ai 1 ure rate of one p el ement i s:

FOR(PR-d) = FOR(pI-d) = r.3A7 = .337 [tairures/year]3-
The mean down time of both the VG and P el ements was assumed to be four

hours, i.e. :

MDT (VG-d) = MDT (pR-d) = MDT (pl-d) = 4 [hours]

The reliability caìculations were also based on the assumption that

the dc control subsystem at the inverter station is identica'l to the dc

control subsystem at the rectifier station.
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TABLE A3-13. VG Element, DC Control Subsystem
(Rectifier and Inverter StatÍons)

FunctÍonal Bl ocks
FOR

[t / yearl

group switching control

tapchanger control s

group pre'l imi nary seì ecti on

LVHS swi tch control

Total

.37L

.460

.107

.t42

1.080
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TABLE A3.14. P Element, DC Control Subsystem
(Rectifier and Inverter Stations)

Functi onal Bl ocks
FOR

[t / yearJ

dc filter switching control

start/stop synchroni zat,i on

various switch controls

key interlocking

Total

.367

.289

.472

.2t9

L.347
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APPENDIX 4

CALCULATION OF THE FAILURE RATE RATE, MDT, UNAVAILABILITY

AND AVAILABILITY OF EACH ELEMENT
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CALCULATIONS:

1. BPR El ement

FOR(BPR) =

MDT(BPR) =

A(BPR) =

A(BPR) =

FOR(Ben-p) = .066 [1/yearl

MDT(BPR-p) = 24.0 [hours]

(FOR(BPR) . MDT(BPR)) = (.0661 (z4l

(1 - 1.58) 100% = 99.98207,
Bre'

2. BPR Element

FOR(BPI ) =

MDT(BPI ) =

Ã(spt) =

A(BPI ) =

FOR(BPI-p) = .066 [1/year]

MDT(BPI-p) = 24.0 [hours]

(FOR(BPI). MDT(BPI)) = (.066) (z4l

(1 - 1.58) 100% = 99.9820%
8760

1.58 [hours]

1.58 [hours]
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3.

CALCULAT IONS :

PR El ement

FOR(pR) = FoR(pR-p) + FOR(pR-v) + FOR(pR-d)

= 514 + .309 + .337

= 1.160 [t/year]

MDT(PR) = FOR PR- )MDT (PR- +FOR (PR. V )MDT (PR- V

.514)(2e.6) + (.309 )(4) + (.337 (4)

+ FOR(PR-d)MDT PR-d)

4

= 15.3 [hours]

Ã.(PR) = (FOR(PR)) (MDT(PR))

= (1.160) (15.3)

= 17.75 [hours]

A(PR) = (1 - 17.75) 1OOZ = 99.79747"
8760--

PI El ement

FOR(Pr) = F0R(nr-p) + roR(pr-v) + F0R(pr-d)

= 514 + .4L2 + .337

= L.263 [1/year]

MDT(PI ) = FOR(PI- )uDr PI- )+roR (p t- v )MDT (p I- v )+ F0R (p I - d )rvtDT (pr - d

= ( .514l(Zg .A + (.nz)(4) + (.337 4)

= L4.4 [hours]

Ã(PI) = (FOR(PR)) (MDT(PR))

=. (1.2631 .(14.4)

= 18.19 [hours]

A(PI) =(1 -18.19) 100% = 99.7974'/"
876õ-
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5 VG El ement

FOR(VG) = FOR(Vc-p) + FoR(vc-v) + FoR(Vc-d)

= 464 + 1.098 + .13S

= I.697 [t/year]

MDT(Vc) = FOR(VG- )MDT (VG- )+roR VG-v)MDT(ve-v)+ roR VG- d )MDT (VG- d )

(.qa+ (55.0 ) + (1.0es (4) + (.135)(4)

Ã(VG )

A(VG )

= t7.94 lhours]

= FOR(Vc) MDT(VG)

= (L.697) (17.94)

= 30.45 [hours]

= (1 - 30.451 100%
87-6õ-

= 99.6524"/,
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APPENDIX 5

ENTRGY AVAILABILITY CALCULATIONS



I

2

Ltz

CALCULATIONS:

L\TCQï%\ = (1.697)(8) = 13.58 [outagesJ

A0DQ5%) = 17.94 [hours]

I n thi s case A0D(25"/") = MDT (VG )

LOTC(507") = (1.160)(2) + (1.263)(2) + (5.0)(2)

= 14.85 [outagesJ

A0D(50%) = 1.0 h

Since the transmission line outages have the greatest impact in this
category, the average outage duration is approximately equal to
MDT(TLM). For a general rel iabil ity ana'lysís, sue h an approximatíon

is satisfactory.

LOTC( 1.00'L) = Q.066 + 0.066 + .54 = Q.67 [outagesJ

AOD(100%) = 6.3 [hours]

The bipolar transmission líne outage rate contributes the most to

thi s category, i .e. :

AOD(100%) = MDT(TLBP )

3

4 . A( 1007, ) t1-( ( .67 ) (6 .3 )+ (14.85 (1 .0 )+ (13.58 ) (17 .e4) )lrOoz

97.00L2

5. A(7 s%) tl -( ( .67 ) (6.3 )+(14.85 ) (1.0 ) )1100%r
99.7823%
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6. A(50%) [1 -( (14.85 ) (1 .0 ) ) )LOOy"
8760

99.83057"

7. A(25%l
8760

99.9518%

g. A(0"/"1 L00%

9. Energy (AVc) 97 .00L2 + 99 "7823 + 99.8305 + 99.9518
4

99.14L5%

tl-( ( .671(6.3))1100%

10. Energy Unavail abÍl íty

= Q.8586"/"

100 - 99.L415%




